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ABSTRACT
Transmission media carrying Internet traffic
present a wide range of characteristics, some of
which, such as transmission errors, long end-toend de lay, an d band wid th as ymm etry, m ay
cau se a d egradat ion o f TC P pe rfor man ce.
Many works have studied the performance of
TCP over these media, most of which focus on
a p art icula r net work typ e. In t hi s wor k we
study TCP performance independent of the
type of network by considering the different
possible characteristics of the connection path.
We pres ent the pr oblem s and the different
proposed solutions. This study permits us to
understand the limitations of the actual solutions and t he requi red m odificat ions to le t
TCP cope with a heterogeneous Internet on an
end-to-end basis.

INTRODUCTION
The Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) provides a reliable connection-oriented in-order
service to many of today’s Internet applications.
Given the simple best-effort service provided by
IP, TCP must cope with the different transmission media crossed by Internet traffic. This mission of TCP is beco min g difficul t w ith th e
increasing heterogeneity of the Internet. Highspeed links (op tic fi bers), long and variable
delay paths (satellite links), lossy links (wireless
networks), asymmetric paths (hybrid satellite
network s), and ot hers are becomi ng w idely
embedded in the Internet. Many works have
studied — by experimentation [1–4], analytical
modeling [5–8], and simulation [6, 9–11] — the
performance of TCP in this new environment.
Most of these works have focused on a particular environment (satellite networks, mobile networks, etc.). They have revealed some problems
in the operation o f TC P. Long propagati on
delay and losses on a satellite link, handover
and fading in a wireless network, bandwidth
asymmetry in some media, and other phenomena have been sh own to s eriously a ffect the
throughput of a TCP connection. A large numbe r of s olution s have been proposed. Some
solutions suggest modifications to TCP to help
it to cope with these new paths. Other solutions
keep the protocol unchanged and hide the problem from TCP. Typically, modifications which
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vary according to the problem to hide are proposed inside the network.
In this article we summarize the different
works on TCP performance. Our aim is to conduct this study independent of the type of network causing the problem. Instead of talking
about particular environments, we consider the
different characteristics of a path crossed by
TCP traffic, focusing on bandwidth-delay product (BDP), round-trip time (RTT), noncongestion losses, and bandwidth asymmetry. After
overviewing TCP, we study the impact of each
of these characteristics on TCP, and present
the pro pose d so lutio ns as well as our comments.

AN OVERVIEW OF TCP
TCP is a reliable window-based acknowledgment (ACK)-clocked flow control protocol. It
uses an additive-increase multiplicative-decrease
strategy for changing its window as a function of
network conditions [4, 12]. Starting from one
packet, or a larger value as we will see later, the
window is increased exponentially by one packet
for every nonduplicate ACK until the source
estimate of ne twork c apac ity is reached. By
capacity of the network, sometimes called the
pipe size, we mean the maximum n umber of
packets that can be fit on the path. This is the
slow start (SS) phase, and the capacity estimate
is called the SS threshold (ssthresh ). SS aims
to alleviate the burstiness of TCP while quickly
filling the pipe. Once ssthresh is reached, the
source switches to a slower increase in the window by one packet for every window’s worth of
ACKs. This phase, called congestion avoidance
(CA), aims to slowly probe the network for any
extra bandwidth. The window increase is interrupted when a loss is detected. Two mechanisms
are available for the detection of losses: the
expiration of a retransmission timer (timeout)
or the receipt of three duplicate ACKs (fast
retransmit, FRXT). The source supposes that
the network is in congestion and sets its estimate of the capacity to half the current window.
Tahoe [4, 9], the first version of TCP to implement congestion control, at this point sets the
window to one packet and uses SS to reach the
new ssthresh . Slow starting after every loss
detection deteriorates the performance given
the low bandwidth utilization during SS. When
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the loss is detected via timeout, SS is unavoidable since the ACK clock has stopped and SS is
required to smoothly fill the pipe. However, in
the FRXT case, ACKs still arrive at the source
and losses can be recovered without SS. This is
the objective of the new versions of TCP (Reno,
New Reno, SA CK , etc.) [9] that ca ll a Fast
Recovery (FRCV) algorithm to retransmit the
losses while maintaining enough packets in the
network to preserve the ACK clock. Once losses
are recovered, this algorithm ends and normal
CA is called. If FRCV fails, the ACK stream
stops, a timeout occurs, and the source resorts
to SS as with Tahoe.

A LARGE
BANDWIDTH-DELAY PRODUCT
The increase in link speed (e.g., optic fibers at
gigabits per second) has led to paths of large
BDP. TCP window must be able to reach large
values in order to efficiently use the available
bandwidth. Large windows, up to 230 bytes, are
now possible with the window scale TCP option
[13]. However, at large windows, congestion may
lead to the loss of many packets from the same
connection. Efficient FRCV is then required to
correct many losses from the same window. Also,
at large BDP, network buffers have an important
impact on performance. These buffers must be
well dimensioned and scale with the BDP.

FAST RECOVERY
FRCV uses the information carried by ACKs to
estimate the number of packets in flight while
recovering from losses. New packets are sent if
this number falls below the network capacity
estimate. The objective is to preserve the ACK
clock in order to avoid the timeout.
The difference between the different versions
of TCP is in the estimation of the number of
packets in flight during FRCV. Reno [9] considers every duplicate ACK a signal that a packet
has left the network. The problem of Reno is
that it leaves FRCV when an ACK for the first
loss in a window is received. This prohibits the
source f rom detecting the other losses with
FRXT [9]. A long timeout is required to detect
the other losses. New Reno [9, 11] has been
proposed to overcome this problem. The idea is
to stay in FRCV until all the losses in the same
window are recovered. Partial ACKs are used to
detect multiple losses in the same window. This
avoids timeout but cannot result in a recovery
faster than one loss per RTT. The source needs
to wait for the ACK of the retransmission to
discover t he n ext lo ss. Another pr oblem of
Reno and New Reno is that they rely on ACKs
to e stimate t he nu mber of packets in flight.
ACKs can be lost on the retur n pat h, which
results in an underestimation of the number of
packets that have left the network, and thus an
underutilization of the bandwidth during FRCV
and, in the case of Reno, a possible failure of
FRCV.
More information is needed at the source to
recover faster than one loss per RTT and to
estimate more precisely the number of packets
in the pipe. This informati on is provided by
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Figure 1. The single-node network model.

selective ACK (SACK) [13], a TCP option containing the three blocks of contiguous data most
recently received at the destination. Many algorithms have been proposed to use this information during FRCV. We find TCP-SACK [9],
which uses ACKs to est imate the numbe r of
packets in the pipe and SACKs to retransmit
more than one loss per RTT. This leads to an
important improvement in performance when
bursts of losses appear in the same window, but
the recovery is always sensitive to the loss of
ACKs. A s a so lution, w e find forward A CK
(FACK) [12], which relies on SACK in estimating the n umber of packet s in the pi pe. Th e
number and identity of packets to transmit during FRCV is decoupled from the ACK clock, in
contrast to TCP-SACK, where the identity is
only decoupled.

THE IMPACT OF BUFFER SIZE ON
TCP PERFORMANCE
SS results in bursts of packets sent at a rat e
exceeding the bottleneck bandwidth. When the
receiver acknowledges every data packet, the rate
of these bursts is equal to twice the bottleneck
bandwidth. If network buffers are not well dimensioned, they will overflow early during SS before
reaching the network capacity. This will result in
an underestimation of the available bandwidth
and a deterioration in TCP performance.
Early losses during SS were first analyzed in
[7]. The network is modeled with a single bottleneck node of bandwidth µ, buffer B, and twoway propagation delay T (Fig. 1). The authors
consider a long TCP-Tahoe connection where
the aim of SS is to reach quickly without losses
ssthresh which is equal to half the pipe size
( (B + µT)/2) . In th e cas e of a rece ive r tha t
acknowledges every data packet, they found that
a buffer B l arger than one third the BDP i s
required (larger than µT/3). Their analysis can
be exten ded to a SS phase with a different
threshold, mainly to that at the beginning of the
connection, where ssthresh is set to a default
value. As an example, it has been proposed in
[11] to set the threshold at the beginning of the
connection to the BDP in order to switch to CA
before the occurrence of losses. This will not
work if the buffer is smaller than half the BDP
(half µT/2). In [5] we study the problem of early
buffer overflow during SS for multiple routers in
tandem. We show that, due to the high rate at
which packets are sent during SS, queues can
build up in routers preceding the bottleneck as
well. Buffers in these routers must also be well
dimensioned, otherwise they overflow during SS
and limit the performance even though they are
faster than the bottleneck. With small buffers,
losses during SS are not a signal of network con-
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Figure 2. Spoofing: elimination of the long delay link from the feedback loop.
gestion, but rather of transient congestion due to
the bursty nature of SS traffic.
Now in CA, packet s are tran smit ted a t
approximately the bottleneck bandwidth. A loss
occurs when the window reaches the pipe size.
The source divides its window by two and starts
a new cycle. To get always a throughput approximately equal to the bottleneck bandwidth, the
window after reduction must be larger than the
BDP. This requires a buffer B larger than the
BDP. Note that we are talking about drop tail
buffers, which start to drop incoming packets
when the buffer is full. Active buffers such as
Random Early Detection (RED) [10] start to
drop packets when the average queue length
exceeds some threshold. When a RED buffer is
crossed by a single connection, the threshold
should be larger than the BDP to get good utilization. This contrasts one of the aims of RED:
limiting the size of queues in network nodes in
order to reduce end-to-end delay. For multiple
con necti ons, a lower t hreshold is sufficient
given th at a s mal l numb er of connecti ons
reduce their windows upon congestion, in contrast to drop tail buffers, where often all the
connections reduce their windows simultaneously.

ROUND-TRIP TIME
Long RTTs are becoming prevalent with the introduction of satellite links into the Internet. A long
RTT reduces the rate at which the window increases, which is a function of the number of ACKs
received and doesn’t account for the RTT. This
poses many problems to TCP. First, it increases
the duration of SS, which is a transitory phase
designed to quickly but smoothly fill the pipe [12].
Given the low bandwidth utilization during SS,
this deteriorates the performance of TCP transfers, particularly short ones (e.g., Web transfers).
Second, it causes unfairness in the allocation of
the bottleneck bandwidth. Many works have shown
the bias of TCP against connections with long
RTTs [7]. Small RTT connections increase their
rates more quickly and grab most of the available
bandwidth. The average throughput of a connection has been shown to vary as the inverse of Tα,
where α a factor between 1 and 2 [7].

IMPROVING SLOW START PERFORMANCE
Many solutions have been proposed to reduce
the time taken by SS on long delay paths. These
solutions can be divided into three categories.
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Some change the window increase algorithm of
TCP, others solve the problem at the application
level, and others solve it inside the network.
TCP-Level Solutions — The first proposition
was to use a larger window than one packet at
the beginning of SS [12]. An initial window of
maximum four packets ha s been propose d.
Another proposition, called byte counting, was to
account for the number of bytes covered by an
ACK while increasing the window rather than
the number of ACKs [12]. To avoid long bursts
in case of large gaps in the ACK stream, a limit
on the maximum window increase has been proposed (limited byte counting).
These solutions try to solve the problem while
preserving the ACK clock. They result in an
increase in TCP burstiness and an overload on
network buffers. Another type of solution tries to
solve the problem by introducing some kind of
packet spacing (e.g., rate-based spacing [12]). The
source transmits directly at a large window without overloading the network. Once the large window is reached, the ACK clock takes over. This
lets the source avoid a considerable part of SS.
Application-Level Solutions — The problem is
solved at the application level without changing
TCP. The first solution (e.g., XFTP [12]), consists
in establishing many parallel TCP connections for
the same transfer. This accelerates the growth of
the resultant window, but increases the aggressiveness of the transfer and hence the losses in
the network. An adaptive mechanism has been
proposed for XFTP to change the number of connections as a function of network congestion.
Another solution has been proposed to accelerate the transfer of Web pages. Instead of using
an independent TCP connection to fetch every
object in a page, the client establishes a persistent connection and asks the server to send all
the objects on it (Hypertext Transfer Protocol,
HTTP, 1.1 [12]). Only the first object suffers
from the long SS phase; the remaining objects
are transferred at a high rate. The low throughput during SS is compensated for by the long
time we stay in CA.
Network-Level Solutions — The problem is
solved inside the network rather than at hosts,
worthwhile when a long delay link is located on
the path. In o rder to d ecrease the RTT, the
long delay link is eliminated from the feedback
loop by acknowledging packets at the input of
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this link (A in Fig. 2). Packets are then transmitted on the long delay link using an optimized
transport protocol (e.g., STP, proposed in [3]).
This transpor t protocol is tune d to quic kly
increase its transmission rate without the need
for a long SS. Once arriving at the output (B),
another TCP connection is used to transmit the
packets to the destination. In a satellite environment, the long delay link may lead directly to
the destination, so another TCP connection is
not required. Because packe ts ha ve alre ady
been acknowledged, any loss between the input
of th e lin k (A) and the de stin atio n mu st be
locally retransmitted on behalf the source. Also,
ACKs from the recei ver must be discard ed
silently (at B) to not confuse the source. This
approach is called TCP spoofing.
The main gain in performance comes from
not using SS on the long delay link. The window
increases quickly, which improves performance;
but spoofing still has many drawbacks. First, it
breaks the end-to-end semantics of TCP; a packet is acknowledged before reaching its destination. Also, it doesn’t work when encryption is
accomplished at the IP layer, and it introduces a
heavy overload on network routers. Further, the
transfer is vulnerable to path changes, and symmetric paths are required to be able to discard
the ACKs before they reach the source. Spoofing can be seen as a particular solution to some
long delay links. It is interesting when the long
delay link is the last hop to the destination. This
solution is often used in networks providi ng
high-speed access to the Internet via geostationary earth orbit (GEO) satellite links.

[14] that dropping packets in proportion to the
throughput doesn’t always lead to fairness, especially if the bottleneck is crossed by unresponsive
traffic. With a first-in first-out (FIFO) scheduler,
the connection share of the bandwidth is proportional to its share of the buffer. Better fairness
requires control of the buffer occupancy of each
connection. We find here another set of policies,
as Flow RED [14], which try to improve fairness
by sharing the buffer space fairly between active
connections. This ensures that each connection
has at least a certain number of places in the
queue, which isolates connections sending at
small rates from aggressive ones. This improves
fairness, but at the same time increases buffer
management overhead over a general drop policy such as RED.
Solving the fairness problem at the TCP level
has the advantage of keeping routers simple, but
it is not enough given the prevalence of nonTCP-friendly traffic. Some mechanisms in network nodes are required to protect conservative
TCP flows from aggressive ones. Network mechanisms are also required to ensure fairness at a
level below or above TCP, say at the user or
application level. A user (e.g., running XFTP)
may cheat and establish many TCP connections
in order to increase its share of the bandwidth.
The packets generated by this user must be considered by the network as a single flow. This
requires an aggregation in flows of TCP connections. The level of aggregation determines the
level of fairness we want.

SOLUTIONS TO UNFAIRNESS

TCP considers the loss of packets as a signal of
network congestion and reduces its window consequently. This results in severe throughput
deterioration when packets are lost for reasons
other than congestion. Noncongestion losses are
mostly caused by transmission errors. A packet
may be corrupted while crossing a poor-quality
(e.g., wireless) link. The solutions proposed to
this problem can be divided into two main categories. The first consists in hiding the lossy parts
of the Internet so that only congestion losses are
detected at the source. The second type of solution consists in enhancing TCP with some mechanisms to help it to distinguish between different
types of losses.

Two trends exist to improve the fairness of TCP.
The first tries to solve the problem at the TCP
level by accelerating the window growth for long
RTT connections. The second tries to solve the
problem inside the network. Some intelligence is
proposed to be added in network nodes in order
to allocate the bandwidth fairly among different
connections.
As an example of a TCP-level solution, we
use the proposition in [6], the constant rate algo rithm. The window is increased in CA by a factor
inversely proportional to R T T2. The result is a
constant increase rate of the throughput regardless of RTT, thus better fairness. The first problem i n this proposition is th e cho ice of the
increase rate. Also, accelerating window growth
while preserving the ACK clock results in large
bursts for long RTT connections.
Inside the network, fairness is improved by
isolating the different connections from each
other. Given that congestion control in TCP is
based on losses, isolation means that a congested
node must manage its buffer intelligently to distribute drops on the different connections in
such a way that they get the same throughput.
Many buffer management policies have been
proposed. Some of these policies, such as RED
[10], drop incoming packets with a certain probability when the queue length or its avera ge
exceed a certain threshold. This distributes losses on the different connections proportionally to
their throughput without requiring any per-connection state. However, it has been shown in
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Two trends exist
to improve the
fairness of TCP.
The first tries to
solve the problem
at the TCP level
by accelerating
the window
growth for long
RTT connections.
The second tries
to solve the
problem inside
the network.

NONCONGESTION LOSSES

HIDING NONCONGESTION LOSSES
Noncongestion losses are recovered locally without the intervention of the source. This can be
accomplished at the link or TCP level. A link is
any transmission medium located between two
adjacent routers. The objective is to approach
the typical network to which TCP is tuned: one
formed by the interconnection of good-quality
transmission media.
L in k-Le v el S o lu ti ons — Two well -known
mechanisms exist for the improvement of link
quality: automatic repeat request (ARQ) and
forward error correction (FEC). ARQ is efficient when losses are not frequent and propagation delay is not important. Extra bandwidth is
consumed only when a packet is retransmitted.
However, ARQ may interfere with TCP mecha-
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Figure 3. A TCP-aware link layer.
nisms [2]. If the link layer doesn’t provide insequence delivery of packets, TCP packets following the loss keep arriving at the destination
and trigger the transmission of duplicate ACKs.
These duplicate ACKs reach the source while
the link layer is retransmitting the packet. This
causes an unnecessary window reduction which
we try to avoid. The proposed solution to this
problem was to use a TCP-aware ARQ protocol
(Fig. 3). The link layer suppresses the duplicate
ACKs (at R) so that they don’t reach the source.
If the link layer fails to retransmit the packet,
the source will timeout and retransmit the packet itself. This solution is applicable only when
the lossy link is the last hop to the destination.
If the lossy link is followed by other routers,
congestion losses will be hidden, which must be
avoided.
FEC consists of sending some redundant
information in order to rebuild the corrupted
part of the packet. The drawback of this technique is that the redundant information is not
used when the link is in the good state. Thus, it
presents a certain waste of bandwidth. Also, the
com put ation of t his redun dant information
requires extra CPU processing time, memory,
and blocking delay. However, the advantages of
FEC are worth the cost. First, corrupted packets
are corrected directly without retransmission,
which is important for long delay lossy links
such as satellites ones. Also, FEC doesn’t interfere with TCP mechanisms. For these reasons,
thi s tech niq ue ha s been recomme nded in a
satellite environment [13]. Convolutional coding, Viterbi decoding together with interleaving
techniques, and Reed-Solomon encoding are
widely used to render satellite links as clean as
terrestrial ones.
TCP-Level Solutions — These solutions try to
improve link quality by retransmitting packets at
the TCP level rather than at the link level. A
TCP agent in the router at the input of the lossy
link keeps a copy of every data packet. It discard s this copy when it sees the ACK of the
packet, and it retransmits the packet on behalf
of the source when it detects a loss. This technique has been proposed for terrestrial wireless
networks where the delay is not so important as
to require the use of FEC. The TCP agent is
placed in the base station at the entry of the
wireless network. Two possible implementations
of this agent exist.
The first implementation (e.g., indirect TCP
[2]) consists of terminating the originating TCP
connection at the entry of the lossy link. The
agent acknowledges the packets and takes care
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of handing them to the destination. A TCP connection well tuned to a lossy environment (e.g.,
TCP-SACK [9]) can be established across the
lossy network. A different transport protocol can
also be used. This solution breaks the end-toend semantics of the Internet. Also, it causes difficulties during handover since a large state must
be transferred between base stations.
The second implementation (Snoop protocol
[2]) resp ects t he end-to-end semantics. The
intermediate agent doesn’t terminate the TCP
connection; it just keeps copies of data packets
and doesn’t generate any artificial ACK. Nonduplicate ACKs sent by the destination are forwar ded to the sou rce. Duplicate ACKs are
stopped. A packet is retransmitted locally when
three duplicate ACKs are received or a local
timeout expires. Thi s local timeout is set, of
course, to a value less than that of the source.
As in the link-level case, interference may happen between the source and agent mechanisms.
In fact, this solution is no other than link-level
recovery implemented at the TCP level. Again,
because it hides all losses, congestion losses must
not occur between the Snoop agent and the destination.

END-TO-END SOLUTIONS
Improvement of the quality of Internet links will
not hide all noncongestion losses. First, even if
they are concentrated on some links, such losses
may appear anywhere in the network, and it seems
impossible to track them all. Second, local mechanisms such as FEC may fail to recover from lost
packets. The addition of some end-to-end mechanisms to improve TCP reaction to noncongestion
losses should further improve performance.
Two approaches exist in the literature. The
first consists of explicitly informing the source of
the occurrence of a noncongestion loss via an
Explicit Loss Notification (ELN) signal [6]. The
source reacts by retransmitting the lost packet
without reducing its window. An identical signal
has been proposed to halt congestion control at
the source when a disconnection appears due to
handover in a cellular network. The difficulty
with such a solution is that a packet corrupted at
the link level is discarded before reaching TCP,
and then it is difficult to get this information.
The second approach is to improve the congestion control provided by TCP rather than
recovery from noncongestion losses. We mention
it here because it consists a step toward a solution to the problem of losses on an end-to-endbasis. The proposed solutions aim to decouple
congestion detection from losses. With some
additional mechanisms in the network or at the
source, the congestion is detect ed a nd the
throughput reduced before the overflow of network buffers. As solutions, we find the Vegas
version of TCP [15] and the Explicit Congestion
Notification (ECN) proposal [12]. In Vegas, the
RTT of the connection and the window size are
used to compute the number of packets in network buffers. The window is decreased when this
number exceeds a certain threshold. With ECN,
an explicit signal is sent by the routers to indicate congestion to TCP sources rat her t han
dropping packets.
If all the sources, receivers, and routers are
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compliant (according to Vegas or ECN), congestion losses will considerably decrease. The remaining losses could be considered to be caused mostly
by problems other than congestion. Given that
noncongestion losses require only retransmission
without window reduction, the disappearance of
congestion losses may lead to the definition at the
source of a new congestion control algorithm
which reacts less severely to losses.
This ideal behavior doesn’t exist in today’s
networks. In the absence of any feedback from
the network as with Vegas, the congestion detection mechanism at the source may fail; here,
congestion losses are unavoidable. If the source
bases its congestion control on explicit information from the network as with ECN, some noncompliant routers will not provide the source
with the required information, dropping packets
instead. A reduction of the window is necessary
in this case. For these reasons, these solutions
still consider losses as congestion signals and
reduce their windows consequently.

BANDWIDTH ASYMMETRY
TCP uses the ACK clock to predict what is happening inside the network. It assumes implicitly
that the reverse channel has enough bandwidth
that ACKs traverse it without being disturbed.
This was almost true with the so-called symmetric networks where the forward and the reverse
directions have the same bandwidth. However,
some of today’s networks (e.g., direct broadcast
satellite and asymmetric digital subscriber loop
networks) tend to increase capacity in the forward direction using satellite links or cables,
whereas a low-speed channel such as a dialup
modem line is used to carry ACKs back to the
source (Fig. 4). Even if ACKs are smaller in size
than data packets, the reverse channel is unable
to carry the high rate of ACKs. The result is congestion and losses on the ACK channel (at A).
The congestion in A increases the RTT of the
connection and causes loss of ACKs. The increase
in RTT reduces throughput and increases end-toend delay. Also, it slows window growth, which
further impairs performance when operating on a
long delay path or in a lossy environment.
The loss of ACKs disturbs one of the main
functionalities of the ACK clock: smoothing the
transmission. The window slides quickly upon
receipt of an ACK covering multiple lost ACKs,
and a burst of packets is sent, which may overwhelm the network buffers in the forward direction [1, 8]. Also, the loss of ACKs slows down
the growth of the congestion window, which
results in poor performance for long delay paths
and lossy links.
The proposed solutions to this problem can
be divided into receiver-side solutions, which try
to solve the problem by reducing the congestion
on the return path, and source-side solutions,
which try to reduce TCP burstiness.
The first receiver-side solution is to compress
the headers of TCP/IP packets on a slow channel (A-B) to increase its capacity in terms of
ACKs per unit of time (e.g., SLIP header compression [12]). It profits from the fact that most
of the information in a TCP/IP header doesn’t
change during the connection lifetime.
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Figure 4. An asymmetric path.
The other solutions propose to reduce the
r ate o f ACKs to avoi d con ges tion. The f irst
proposition is to delay ACKs at the destination
[1]. An ACK is sent every d packets, and an
adaptive mech anis m ha s been prop osed to
change d as a function of the congestion on the
ACK path. Another proposition [1] keeps the
destination unchanged and filters ACKs at A.
When an ACK arrives, the buffer is scanned to
see if another ACK (o r a cer tain number of
ACKs) of the same connection is buffered. If so,
th e new ACK is substituted for the old one.
ACKs are filtered to match their rates to the
rate of the reverse channel. Normally, in the
absence of artificial filtering, ACKs are filtered
sometime later when the buffer gets full. The
advantage of this solution is that the filtering is
accomplished before the increase in RTT.
Solutions at the sender side are proposed to
reduce the burstiness of TCP. Note that this
problem is caused by the reliance of TCP on the
ACK clock, and we believe it cannot be completely solved without any kind of packet spacing. First, a limit on the size of bursts sent by
TCP has been proposed. Howver, with systematic loss of ACKs, limiting the size of bursts limits
the throughput of the connection. Second, it has
been proposed in [1] to reconstruct the ACK
clock at the output of the slow channel (at B).
When an ACK arrives at B, all the missing ACKs
are generated, spaced by a time interval derived
from the average rate at which ACKs leave the
slow channel. This reconstruction may contain a
solution to this particular problem. However, the
general problem of TCP burstiness upon loss of
ACKs still exists.

CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we summarize most of the problems that face TCP in the Internet of today. We
present the impact of the new characteristics of
Internet paths on TCP performance, mainly the
bandwidth-delay product, round-trip time, noncongestion losses, and bandwidth asymmetry.
The study is accomplished independent of network type. We outline some of the solutions proposed in the literature. We show the utility of
these solutions on a general path having a certain characteristic. We believe that the two main
problems of TCP to be solved are burstiness and
the coupling between congestion detection and
error control. Solutions to these problems are
required to make TCP able to cope with the heterogeneity of today’s transmission media on an
end-to-end basis.
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We believe the
two main
problems of TCP
to be solved are
burstiness and
the coupling
between
congestion
detection and
error control.
Solutions to these
problems are
required to make
TCP able to cope
with the
heterogeneity
of today’s
transmission
media on an
end-to-end basis.
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